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once a month we come across some new movies that are released on dvd and not available on streaming sites. here are some of those films for you to watch. all of them are in hindi and are available in hd. if you are fond of punjabi movies, then these are perfect to watch and download. the music in mere dad ki maruti is very
unique. there are songs that are not in any form of punjabi, but just like you and i, think the songs are very appealing. the camera work, though, could have been better. however, we should thank director arif ali who is an actor himself and the camera also does not make any attempt to hide its flaws. the biggest plus point of
mere dad ki maruti is that it has a message to tell. the film sets its target right at the beginning and tells you about its intention and how it's going to tell it. it doesn't stop there, it keeps going. it doesn't shirk away from the problems of today's society. it's a must watch for all families. director-arif ali's first film mere dad ki
maruti is a light-hearted comedy that tells the story of a young man who is desperate to be the smartest student at his college. he borrows his father's car for an informal drive to meet a girl. this leads to a lot of hilarity and chaos. it's a very enjoyable, family-friendly film with some great performances from the cast. watch the
full film here: mere dad ki maruti the voice was similar to the one in the film, but by itself it was enough for the character. it was the actor's performance that made the difference. and while the clothes and the interior were similar to the movie, it did not matter as the actor made it his own. ram kapoor was terrific as the goon
from the movie and he successfully put his unique spin to the character. the rest of the cast, dolly bindra, riya sen, kareena kapoor and the rest, were simply adequate.
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